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SUMMARY
The cortex influences movement by widespread top-down projections to many nervous system regions.
Skilled forelimb movements require brainstem circuitry in the medulla; however, the logic of cortical interac-
tions with these neurons remains unexplored. Here, we reveal a fine-grained anatomical and functional map
between anterior cortex (AC) and medulla in mice. Distinct cortical regions generate three-dimensional syn-
aptic columns tiling the lateral medulla, topographically matching the dorso-ventral positions of postsynaptic
neurons tuned to distinct forelimb action phases. Although medial AC (MAC) terminates ventrally and con-
nects to forelimb-reaching-tuned neurons and its silencing impairs reaching, lateral AC (LAC) influences
dorsally positioned neurons tuned to food handling, and its silencing impairs handling. Cortico-medullary
neurons also extend collaterals to other subcortical structures through a segregated channel interaction
logic. Our findings reveal a precise alignment between cortical location, its function, and specific forelimb-
action-tuned medulla neurons, thereby clarifying interaction principles between these two key structures
and beyond.
INTRODUCTION

Motor cortex is the evolutionarily most recent addition to themo-

tor system and influences many regions of the central nervous

system.1 It projects to diverse regions of the motor system pro-

cessing information relevant to execution and learning of move-

ments. These include well-studied forebrain regions, most

notably basal ganglia and thalamus, and structures much closer

to motor output, in particular the spinal cord and the brainstem.

Uncovering organizational principles of how the motor cortex in-

teracts with different processing stations in the hierarchy of the

motor system is of key importance to understand its function.

Although motor cortex is often referred to as a coherent unit,

multiple dimensions of anatomical and functional diversity

exist. As recent work in the motor cortex revealed, cortical

cellular diversity is defined by many parameters including

neuronal morphology, molecular, genetic and epigenetic traits,

developmental programs, as well as electrophysiological prop-

erties.2–4 Ultimately, communication and function of cortical

neurons is defined by their integration into circuits with specific

synaptic input and output patterns. A classical way to probe

cortical output potential has been to monitor behavioral pat-

terns elicited by microstimulation of cortical regions. With spec-

ificity according to targeted cortical regions, these experiments

revealed the generation of movement of different body parts or

of goal-directed movements upon longer stimulation trains.5–8
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In line with these data and based on recording and perturbation

experiments, a cortical map with assignment of functions is

beginning to emerge in mice (Figure S1A), including control of

forelimbs,6,8–12 whiskers,13,14 and tongue/jaw.15–17 Described

roles include learning,8,10,18,19 decision-making, and movement

preparation15 as well as precision and adjustments of flexible

movements.20–22 Strikingly, striatal neurons inherit information

from the cortex in precise topography, as shown by anatomical

mapping23,24 and electrophysiological recordings in behaving

mice, with parallel encoding of rich behavioral parameters by

cortical and striatal neurons.25 Together, these findings suggest

a modular cortical organization with communication specificity

to subcortical structures. Therefore, unraveling the principles

guiding the organization and function of cortical channels to

subcortical neurons central to the orchestration of movement

is essential to understand how cortical cell types influence

execution and learning of movements. Answering these ques-

tions will be particularly informative close to the execution of

motor programs, most notably the brainstem and the spinal

cord, where movement-relevant information is translated into

action.

Skilled forelimb movement is well-suited to address these

questions since it requires voluntary control mechanisms to

generate precisely timed sequences of muscle activations with

different phases, is evolutionarily conserved, and involves coop-

eration across many nervous system regions including the
hed by Elsevier Inc.
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cortex.26–28 A forelimb behavior evolutionarily conserved across

species is reaching for and handling food.28 This behavior con-

sists of timely transport of the hand to the food location through

forelimb reaching, food grasping, the retraction of the hand to

bring the food close to the mouth, and food manipulation before

and during consumption. Recent work in mice provides

evidence that neuronal circuits in the most caudal part of the

brainstem, i.e., the medulla play an important role in the control

of different aspects of skilled forelimb movement including

reaching and handling.29,30 Experiments in macaque monkeys

in which descending cortical axons were cut at mid-brainstem

levels, leaving parts of the medulla and all of the spinal cord

devoid of cortical input, resulted in profound defects in forelimb

movements without affecting posture, locomotion, and other

forms of body movement.31 Similar defects were also observed

upon lateral but not medial descending brainstem pathway le-

sions.31 The combined findings of these lesion experiments

and the identification of medullary circuits involved in skilled

forelimb movement in mice29,30 raise the possibility that cortical

input to the lateral medulla might contribute to the control of fore-

limb movement. Thus, pairing the use of forelimb-based food

retrieval as motor behavioral model system, with probing circuit

interactions between cortex and forelimb-regulating medullary

circuits, represents a perfect opportunity to elucidate principles

of functional organization involving cortex.

The cortex communicates with subcortical structures through

two classes of projection neurons. Although intratelencephalic

(IT) neurons do not extend axons beyond the telencephalon,

extratelencephalic (ET) neurons also establish projections to tar-

gets outside the telencephalon.2,32 In addition, recent work re-

vealed the division of ET neurons into two populations2,33: a me-

dulla-projecting population, which is active during late phases of

movement preparation aligned with movement initiation, execu-

tion, and termination, and a thalamus-projecting population,

which is active mostly during early preparatory time win-

dows.33,34 Whether and how the medulla-projecting population

interacts with functionally distinct subpopulations in the medulla

involved in forelimb movements, possibly breaking down the

cortico-medullary functional interaction code, is currently

unknown.

To focus on neuronal substrates and interaction principles

required to construct skilled forelimb movements in mice,

here, we systematically mapped communication topography

between cortex and medulla. We found that anterior cortical

input is the most prominent source and organized specifically

into three-dimensional dorso-ventral (DV) synaptic columns

within the lateral medulla. We define a medial cortical region

essential for forelimb reaching and preferentially connected to

reaching tuned medulla neurons, as well as a lateral cortical re-

gion essential for food handling and connected to handling

tuned medulla neurons. We also find that the logic of anatom-

ically segregated target innervation by different medulla-projec-

ting cortical neurons extends to other subcortical motor

structures by collateralization. Together, these findings reveal

the precise anatomical and functional organization between

different cortical regions and matched postsynaptic neurons

in the caudal brainstem, tuned to different phases of one care-

fully orchestrated behavior.
RESULTS

Medulla projection neurons reside preferentially in
anterior cortex
To determine the location of cortical neurons with projections to

the medulla of adult mice, we used adeno-associated viruses

(AAVs) with retrograde targeting potential35 expressing a nuclear

tag marker protein (rAAV-nTag) (Figure 1A). We targeted the

lateral rostral medulla (latRM), a region with established roles in

the control of forelimb movement.30 We compared the distribu-

tion of latRM cortical projection neurons with that of cortical neu-

rons with projections to the cervical spinal cord (CSC) (C5–C7;

Figure 1A). As expected, cortical neurons retrogradely marked

from the latRM or CSC were confined to locations with strong

bias contralateral to injection sites in cortical areas mostly impli-

cated in sensory-motor functions (Figure 1B; Figure S1A; data

not shown). Notably, however, we observed organizational dif-

ferences along both rostro-caudal and medio-lateral (ML)

cortical axes (Figure S1B).

We reconstructed the position of retrogradely labeled contra-

lateral cortical neurons.36 These reconstructions revealed

different cortical territories with respect to occupancy by latRM

and CSC projection neurons (Figure 1B). First, a caudal cortical

domain was occupied predominantly by cervical projection neu-

rons. Second, both types of neurons were found in a rostral an-

tero-medial region and a very lateral caudal domain (barrel cor-

tex [BC]). Third, a cortical region bridging the two intermingled

territories, with most neurons laterally adjacent to the anterior-

medial cortical domain and extending into the insular cortex

(InsC) was almost exclusively occupied by latRM projection neu-

rons. These data suggest that most cortical neurons with access

to latRM reside in the anterior cortex (AC). In addition, a segrega-

tion into a medial and lateral region occurs within the AC: medial

AC (MAC) harbors neurons with projections to medulla and spi-

nal cord, whereas lateral AC (LAC) accesses the medulla but not

the spinal cord. Both of these domains are rostral to the classi-

cally defined caudal forelimb area (CFA).6,9

To quantify these differences and more clearly delineate the

observed domains, we plotted the density of neurons labeled us-

ing kernel density estimation (KDE), focusing on sensory-motor

cortical regions (Figure 1C). This revealed an anterior and a

posterior distribution center for cervical projection neurons (Fig-

ure 1C; relative to bregma; anterior center: antero-posterior

[AP] +1.8 mm and ML +0.7 mm; posterior center: AP +0.3 mm

and ML +1.5 mm), with the caudal center close to the previously

described CFA (relative to bregma; AP +0.5 mm and

ML +1.5 mm; Figure S1A).6,9 In contrast, the peak of the distribu-

tion for latRM projection neurons was located laterally within the

AC (Figure 1C; relative to bregma; AP +2 mm and ML +1.5 mm),

due to the extension of these neurons into the lateral cortex.

Most of the latRM-projecting neurons (84.3% ± 3.7%; n = 3;

Figure 1C) were located rostral to +1 mm from bregma, the re-

ported anterior edge of CFA.6 Henceforth, we refer to the domain

anterior to this boundary as the AC, whereas the cortical domain

posterior to it is referred to as the posterior cortex (PC).

Within AC, the vast majority of cervical spinal projection neu-

rons were located medial to +1.5 mm relative to bregma

(94.1% ± 1.0%; n = 3), whereas latRM projection neurons were
Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023 163
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Figure 1. Medulla projection neurons reside preferentially in anterior cortex

(A) Retrograde labeling of cortical neurons from lateral rostral medulla (latRM) and cervical spinal cord (CSC).

(B) Neuronal distribution of cortico-CSC and cortico-latRM neurons (one example mouse each) from top-down cortex view (black marker: bregma). Right:

exclusive or overlapping regions in magenta (CSC) and cyan (latRM). MAC, medial anterior cortex; LAC, lateral anterior cortex; CFA, caudal forelimb area; InsC,

insular cortex; and BC, barrel cortex.

(C) Density curves (left, mean ± SEM) show averaged cell density of cortico-CSC and cortico-latRM neurons along the antero-posterior axis. The contour plots

show the distribution of respective projection neurons within sensory-motor cortical regions (dashed line: boundary of anterior [AC] and posterior [PC] cortex).

Quantification of respective cell proportions and number (mean ± SEM) in AC and PC for each cortical population (right; n = 3/population).

(D) Left: cell density curves along the medio-lateral axis (top, mean ± SEM) and contour plot two-dimensional distribution of the averaged cell density for cortico-

CSC and cortico-latRM neurons in AC (bottom; dashed line +1.5 mm: boundary between MAC and LAC in our study). Right: quantification of labeled cell

proportions and numbers in MAC and LAC for each population (n = 3/population; mean ± SEM).

See also Figure S1.
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distributed about equally medially and laterally to this boundary

(medial: 49.7% ± 3.3% of AC latRM-projecting neurons; Fig-

ure 1D). These results allow for the delineation of a MAC domain,

in which neurons reside projecting to CSC and/or latRM and an

adjacent LAC domain, in which almost exclusively latRM projec-

tion neurons but very sparse spinal cord projection neurons

reside (Figure 1D).

We also determined the location of cortical neurons with pro-

jections to the lumbar spinal cord, involved in the regulation of

hindlimb movement. In agreement with previous work,37 we

found that these neurons were located very caudally within mo-

tor cortical territory (Figure S1C; center relative to bregma at AP

�1 mm and ML +1.2 mm), demonstrating a lack of overlap in

cortical location between latRM and lumbar spinal cord projec-

tion neurons.

Together, our results demonstrate that cortical regions have

differential access to latRM and the spinal cord. Cortical access

to the latRM occurs preferentially from AC. Within this domain,

cortical neuronswith selective access to latRMbut not to the spi-

nal cord define the LAC, whereas MAC harbors both populations

of cortical neurons (Figures 1D and S1). These lateral anatomical
164 Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023
characteristics extend into the InsC, which also does not contain

spinal projection neurons. The delineation of these cortical do-

mains based on retrograde tracing raises the question of

whether a more fine-grained spatial organization might exist for

the communication between cortex and medulla.

Cortex provides topographically organized synaptic
input to latRM
We next carried out systematic injections of AAVs into the cortex

of adult wild-type mice (n = 30), using our retrograde map as a

guide to define cortical areas of interest. We injected a cocktail

of Cre-conditional AAVs to express different marker proteins

targeted to the cytosol (CytTag), the synapse (SynTag), and the

nucleus (nTag) of infected neurons together with an AAV-Cre

to induce their expression (Figure 2A). Through visualizing the

cytosolic tag (CytTag) in the medulla, we found that, as ex-

pected, descending cortical axons extended ipsilateral to injec-

tion, and most axon collaterals emerging in the medulla crossed

the midline to shoot toward the contralateral side (data not

shown). We restricted further analysis to the medulla contralat-

eral to cortical injection.
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Figure 2. Cortex provides topographically organized synaptic input to latRM
(A) Strategy for cortical injections to map cortico-medullary projections.

(B) Left: injection sites color-coded by cortical regions. Stars indicate the injection sites of examples shown in (C). Right: bar plot of synapse number in rostral

medulla according to different cortical injection site groups (mean ± SEM). Triangles and diamonds indicate injection sites marked in (C) and (D) residing at the

border between AC and PC. MAC, n = 6; LAC, n = 7; CFA, n = 8; InsC, n = 3; Pos, n = 6. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.

(C) Distribution of cortical synaptic puncta and density in rostral medulla including dorso-ventral and medio-lateral densities from representative injections

(colored curves: example density distribution from each cortical region for injection sites indicated in B with stars; gray curves: dorso-ventral and medio-lateral

densities from all other injection sites).

(D) Clustering of injection sites based on the spatial distribution patterns of cortical synapses in rostral medulla from all injection sites.

(E) Averaged synaptic densities of 2D distribution including dorso-ventral and medio-lateral densities (mean ± SEM) from MAC, LAC, and InsC in rostral medulla

(MAC, n = 6; LAC, n = 7; InsC, n = 3).

(F) Summary of anatomical organization between cortex and latRM.

See also Figure S2.
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We first determined the distribution of synaptic input to the

medulla from the different cortical injection sites, based on

SynTag immunofluorescence (Figure S2A). We compared syn-

apse numbers across all cortical injection sites (Figures 2B and

S2B) focusing on the facial motor nucleus (7N) level (bregma

�6 mm; Figure S2C). We found that AC including MAC and

LAC contributed the highest number of synaptic puncta (Fig-

ure 2B). Lower numbers were contributed by CFA and InsC,

with the sparsest synaptic contribution from domains posterior

to CFA (here referred to as Pos) (Figure 2B). These cortical

synaptic abundancy differences were observed also at two

more caudal medullary levels up to the hypoglossal motor nu-

cleus (12N) level (Figures S2C–S2E). Together, these findings
demonstrate that AC regions produce anatomically more pro-

nounced synaptic input to the medulla than PC regions.

To determine which regions of the medulla are themain targets

for synaptic input from the cortex, we analyzed data for their syn-

aptic distribution at the 7N level.Wepooled injection sitesaccord-

ing to the regionsdefinedby retrograde infection (MAC,LAC,CFA,

InsC, and Pos) and mapped the 2D synaptic densities along ML

and DV axes (Figure 2C). We found that synaptic distributions

from MAC and CFA exhibited a bimodal distribution along the

MLaxis, althoughMACshowedmorepronouncedsynaptic termi-

nations in the latRM. In contrast, synaptic output from LAC and

InsC injectionswere biased laterally. Synaptic output fromPos in-

jection sites, although generally sparse as described above,
Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023 165
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avoided latRM territory and instead was directed to the medially

located gigantocellular nucleus region (Gi; Figure 2C). We

confirmed these findings by calculating a laterality index to esti-

mate the lateral bias of the synaptic distribution, demonstrating

that indeed the four cortical regions with the most abundant syn-

aptic contribution to the 7N level (MAC, LAC, CFA, and InsC) also

exhibited higher values in the laterality index (Figure S2F).

In addition to the ML organization, we also observed a

topographic organization of synaptic input along the DV axis

according to the source of its cortical origin (Figure 2C). MAC-

and CFA-derived synaptic input was directed to the most ventral

region of the latRM, followed by a region with highest input from

LAC and abutted by input from InsC most dorsally along the

latRM axis (Figures 2C and 2E). These data demonstrate that

the latRM is the main cortical synaptic target at the 7N level.

Moreover, cortical input to the latRM is topographically ar-

ranged, with synaptic input from InsC, LAC, and MAC tiling the

latRM along its DV axis (Figures 2C and 2E).

The synaptic distribution patterns for the injections within each

cortical domain (MAC, LAC, CFA, InsC, and Pos) were markedly

more correlated and similar to the other injections within the

group as demonstrated by a hierarchical clustering dendrogram

(Figure 2D). We found that different cortical injection sites clus-

tered together, indicating that they share similar synaptic distri-

bution patterns. There were two injection sites that did not

obey the clustering hierarchy, which were however along the

rostral edge of the CFA boundary invading MAC or LAC territory,

respectively, explaining the seeming discrepancy (Figures 2B

and 2D). Together, these findings demonstrate that the majority

of 7N medullary level cortical synapses are directed toward the

lateral medulla and derived from AC including MAC, LAC, and

InsC. These synapses tile the lateral medulla along the DV axis

in a fine-grained map (Figure 2F).

Cortical input to medulla is organized in 3D rostro-
caudal columns
To determine whether and how this revealed spatial organization

might generalize to the three-dimensional extent of the medulla,

we next applied the same analysis to intermediate and caudal

medulla levels (Figure 3A; Figure S2C). We chose the 12N level

as caudal medulla (bregma �7.32 mm) and a level midway be-

tween these two positions as intermediate medulla (bregma

�6.64 mm)36 (Figure S2C). We found that the highest density

of synaptic terminals derived from MAC was confined to ventral

territory at both intermediate and caudal medulla levels

(Figures 3A and 3B). In contrast, analysis of synaptic output

from LAC revealed a termination zone dorsally adjacent to termi-

nals from MAC, and analogous analysis of InsC synaptic output

resulted in the most dorsal termination zone in sequence

(Figures 3A and 3B). These findings were confirmed by analyzing

the peak of highest synaptic density along the DV axis across the

three rostro-caudal levels (Figure 3C).

We constructed a spatial similarity matrix of the different injec-

tion sites in the cortex combining information on the synaptic

organization from all three medullary levels to obtain the 3D syn-

aptic distribution (Figure 3D). This analysis showed that all injec-

tion sites fall into the groups assigned by retrograde tracing, dis-

playing higher correlation of synaptic distribution patterns within
166 Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023
the group than across groups. Moreover, LAC and InsC as well

as MAC and CFA are more correlated to each other, whereas

Pos was the least correlated with all other groups (Figure 3D).

We conclude that the synaptic output of MAC, LAC, and InsC

is directed to rostro-caudally arranged columns along the med-

ullary DV axis (Figure 3E), extending the logic of cortical synaptic

organization within the medulla to a 3D configuration.

Individual cortical neurons form collaterals along the
rostro-caudal medulla
We next asked whether these 3D cortical axon terminal columns

are the product of individual cortical neurons each giving rise to

several collateral branches and associated synapses along the

rostro-caudal axis, or alternatively, whether they represent a

composite of arborizations each exhibiting only one restricted

termination zone along the rostro-caudal axis. We turned to the

MouseLight project from the Janelia Research Campus,4 where

axonal arborization of individual neurons was reconstructed.

We searched the library for cortical neurons within the here-

analyzed cortical territory with axons ramifications in themedulla

and found MAC (n = 7) and LAC (n = 6) neurons (Figures 4A and

4B; Figure S3). In agreement with our own overall tracing exper-

iments (Figure 3E), we observed a differential DV synaptic distri-

bution of axon terminals within the lateral medulla when sepa-

rately grouping MAC and LAC neurons together (Figure 4C).

Analysis along the rostro-caudal dimension showed that

within the medulla, we observed quite some variability at the

level of individual neurons with respect to the extent of axonal

collateralization, arborization, and presumptive associated

synaptic boutons generated (Figure S3). However, collaterals

from the parent axon generally branched off at multiple rostro-

caudal levels, exhibiting proliferative axonal growth within the

lateral medulla, with a preference for the side contralateral to

cortical cell body location (Figures 4D and 4E; Figure S3). We

visualized and quantified the distribution of axon terminals,

plotted their density along the rostro-caudal axis in the medulla

and observed that neurons generally had axon terminals distrib-

uted at multiple levels in the AP dimension (Figure 4E). This anal-

ysis demonstrates that although the sum of reconstructed axon

terminals of individual cortical neurons never filled the entire ros-

tro-caudal extent, individual MAC and LAC neurons generally

synaptically contact the lateral medulla at multiple locations

within the overall rostro-caudal medullary column. Together,

our analysis demonstrates that cortical input to the medulla

even at the single neuron level does not represent a simple

point-to-point communication but rather follows a signaling

mode with interactions in a three-dimensional volume at multiple

locations of the medulla in a top-down manner.

Selective roles for MAC vs. LAC in reaching vs. handling
Given the striking difference in anatomical input organization

from MAC and LAC to forelimb-regulating regions in the me-

dulla, respectively, we next set out to probe the function of

these two cortical domains in forelimb control. We trained

mice to perform a pellet reaching and food manipulation task,

which we had previously shown to recruit specific latRM neu-

rons in a task- and behavioral-phase-dependent manner.30

We analyzed its two main phases, i.e., the food retrieval phase
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Figure 3. Cortical input to medulla is orga-

nized in 3D rostro-caudal columns

(A) Distribution of cortical synaptic puncta and

density at intermediate and caudal medulla levels

from representative injections in MAC, LAC, and

InsC indicated in Figure 2B with stars, including

dorso-ventral density distributions (gray curves:

density distributions from other injection sites).

(B) 2D distributions of averaged synaptic densities

and average density along the dorso-ventral axis

(mean ± SEM) from MAC, LAC, and InsC (MAC,

n = 6; LAC, n = 7; InsC, n = 3).

(C) Dorso-ventral position of peak synaptic distri-

bution fromMAC, LAC, InsC, and CFA injections at

the three medullary levels (mean ± SEM).

**p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.

(D) Spatial correlation analysis of synaptic distri-

bution patterns at analyzed medullary levels.

(E) 3D scheme of cortical input to the rostro-caudal

medullary axis.
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comprised a directed forelimb reaching and retrieval action, as

well as the consummatory phase during which mice handle the

food pellet while eating.

We tested the effect of acute silencing by cortical muscimol

injections into either MAC or LAC on behavioral performance

(Figure 5A). Mice were trained to retrieve a food pellet

(Figure 5B). During this first behavioral phase of the assay,

silencing of MAC, but not LAC had a dramatic effect on reach-

ing (Figures 5C and 5D), essentially leading to the complete

inability to extend the forelimb through the slit toward the
food pellet (Video S1). Quantitative anal-

ysis from high speed videos by tracking

reaching trajectories using DeepLabCut

(DLC)38 demonstrated a highly significant

decrease in the number of executed rea-

ches per minute and the maximum

extension of the forelimb toward the pel-

let in MAC-silenced mice compared with

either LAC-silenced or control mice

(Figures 5C and 5D). Moreover, although

reaching speed could not be quantified

from MAC-silenced mice owing to their

inability to reach, LAC-silenced mice

were not different from control mice in

this parameter (Figure 5C).

A strikingly different result was ob-

tained when we analyzed the second

behavioral phase of the assay, which con-

sisted of handling/manipulating food and

consuming it (Figure 5E; Video S2). LAC

silencing led to deficits in food manipula-

tion, due to which the mice consumed

food directly from the ground for long

periods of time, without engaging their

forelimbs to manipulate it, whereas

MAC-silenced or control mice used

almost exclusively their forelimbs to eat
(Figure 5E). Moreover, in the phases when LAC-silenced mice

used the forelimbs to hold food, we observed they frequently

dropped the food pellet, a property neither observed in MAC-

silenced nor control mice (Figure 5E). To determine why LAC-

silenced mice resorted to eat without forelimb food manipula-

tion, we carefully analyzed the episodes during which they hold

food pellets in their hands and compared themwith correspond-

ing episodes in MAC-silenced or control mice (Figures 5F and

5G; Video S2). We found that during food pellet manipulation,

mice exhibit stereotyped regrip movements (regrips) with their
Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023 167
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Figure 4. Individual cortical neurons form collat-

erals along the rostro-caudal medulla

(A) Scheme of soma location for the MouseLight database

neurons in MAC and LAC (MAC: n = 7; LAC: n = 6; mir-

roring to right hemisphere; stars: neurons shown in B–D).

(B) Representative MAC and LAC neuron in the sagittal

view in 3D model.

(C) Left: frontal view of axons in the medulla from the two

example neurons. Right: 2D, dorso-ventral and medio-

lateral axon terminal distribution in the medulla shown in

coronal view from all neurons in (A).

(D) Top-down view of axons in the medulla from the two

examples neurons (triangles: axonal collaterals exiting

from parent main axon at multiple rostro-caudal levels).

(E) Rostro-caudal axonal terminal distribution of single

cortical neurons in medulla.

See also Figure S3.
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Figure 5. Selective roles for MAC vs. LAC in reaching vs. handling

(A) Strategy for silencing of identified cortical domains using bilateral muscimol injections into MAC or LAC.

(B) Pellet reaching task illustrating the elaboration of the reaching trajectory.

(C) Quantification of the number of reaches per minute (left), maximum extension of the forelimb from the slit (middle), and speed of reaching (right) with silencing

of MAC and LAC compared with control (mean ± SEM, n = 9 mice).

(D) Reaching trajectories with MAC or LAC silencing compared with control (top and lower left: trajectories from one example mouse; colored curves: averaged

trajectories from all gray curves per condition; LAC, 30 trials; MAC, 22 trials; Con, 31 trials; lower right: average trajectory comparison for LAC silencing and

control conditions; n = 9 mice; dots colored by normalized time denote hand position at normalized time points during reaching; averaged hand positions shown

as mean ± SEM).

(E) LAC silencing impairs food handling (scheme). Bar plots showing the percentage of food handling bouts without forelimb usage (left, mean ± SEM, n = 9 mice)

and percentage of handling bouts terminating with food pellet dropping (right, mean ±SEM, n = 8mice). Onemouse (black dots inMAC andCon) used exclusively

the mouth to consume food with LAC silencing (see also F).

(F) Quantification of number of regrips (scheme) per second during the handling bout (left) and normalized standard deviation of the limb mid-point centered

trajectories (right) across experimental conditions (n = 8 mice).

(G) Limbmid-point centered forelimb trajectories during food handling from one example mouse across conditions (7 handling bouts per mouse; dots colored by

normalized time denote hand position at normalized handling time points).

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.

See also Videos S1 and S2.
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distal forelimbs and digits. These regrips were observed at com-

parable frequency in MAC-silenced and control mice but were

essentially absent in LAC-silenced mice (Figure 5F). The loss of

regrips in LAC-silencedmice was also evident from the decrease

in the movement of the distal forelimbs during handling

(Figure 5F).
Together, these results demonstrate that MAC and LAC are

essential for mice to proficiently perform the food pellet reaching

and handling task, but strikingly, they are needed for distinct

behavioral phases. Although MAC is required for the reaching

phase, in agreement with previous optogenetic silencing exper-

iments,39 LAC is essential for handling and manipulation phases
Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023 169
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recruiting distal forelimb muscles, but completely dispensable

for the reaching phase.

Cortico-medullary synaptic organization extends into
postsynaptic medulla
The strikingly different roles of MAC and LAC in controlling

reaching and handling raised the question of which neurons in

the latRM are the targets for these different cortical inputs. To

assess the identity of medullary neurons in relation to cortical

input sources, we first determined the location of latRM neurons

postsynaptic to different cortical regions. We took advantage of

an AAV serotype exhibiting anterograde transfer potential for re-

combinase expressing cargos.40,41 We injected a cocktail of

AAVs expressing different recombinases (AAV(1)-Cre and

AAV(1)-FLP) into two different cortical regions (MAC and LAC,

or LAC and InsC, respectively) together with a cocktail of corre-

sponding reporter constructs (AAV(9)-flex-CytTag1 and AAV(9)-

frt-CytTag2) into latRM contralateral to cortical injections

(Figures S4A and S4B). Postsynaptic mapping of latRM neurons

from MAC and LAC revealed an overall more ventral position for

MAC-recipient medulla neurons, whereas analogous experi-

ments from LAC and InsC resulted in InsC-recipient neurons in

a more dorsal position than LAC counterparts (Figure S4C).

Quantification of marked medulla neurons including all datasets

allowed to determine the distribution of these neurons in the

latRM (Figure S4D; Video S3). We found that MAC-input neurons

were located most ventrally, followed by LAC- and InsC-input

neurons with highest densities in progressively more dorsal po-

sitions (Figure S4D; Video S3). Strikingly, the overall neuronal

distribution patterns in latRM were reminiscent of the synaptic

input patterns from the corresponding cortical regions (Fig-

ure 2C). Together, these findings demonstrate that the commu-

nication from different cortical regions to the medulla is highly

organized and that postsynaptic recipient neurons in the latRM

faithfully follow the distribution of cortical synaptic input.

Functional tuning of medulla neurons aligned with
specific cortical input
To determine whether individual latRM neurons receive prefer-

ential functional cortical input from MAC or LAC and how this

relates to their behavioral tuning during skilled forelimb move-

ment, we next used in vivo electrophysiological recordings in

latRM combined with cortical stimulation by optogenetics (Fig-

ure 6A). We delivered short pulses (50 ms) of light to either stim-

ulate MAC or LAC neurons while recording activity from single

latRM units. We identified 21 MAC- and 15 LAC-modulated

latRM neurons, defined by a short latency firing rate increase

in response to cortical stimulation (significant increase at la-

tencies %20 ms; Figures S5A–S5D).

We next determined the tuning properties of these cortex-

modulated latRM neurons to the different behavioral phases of

the pellet reaching and handling task (Figure 6B). We recorded

from a total of 726 neurons in latRM (Figure S5). Consistent

with a previous study,30 neurons in latRM (54.1%; 393/726)

were positively modulated during different forelimb task phases

(Figures S5 and S6), whereas 13.4% (97/726) of the neurons

were only negatively modulated (Figure S7) and 32.5%

(236/726) were not modulated. Focusing specifically on the pop-
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ulations positively modulated by MAC and LAC, we found that

MAC-modulated latRM neurons exhibited strikingly different

behavioral tuning properties LAC-modulated ones (Figures 6C–

6E). Averaged population activity showed that the MAC-modu-

lated population exhibited an increase in firing rate preceding

the onset of forelimb reaching, whereas the LAC-modulated

population sharply increased firing rate only thereafter (Fig-

ure 6D, left). In contrast, the LAC-modulated population ex-

hibited increasing firing preceding food handling onset, whereas

the MAC-modulated population sharply downregulated its activ-

ity around this behavioral transition with the onset of handling

(Figure 6D, right). This was also reflected in the activity of the sin-

gle latRM neurons giving rise to the population activity. Although

LAC-modulated latRM neurons almost exclusively showed in-

creases in activity corresponding to the onset of handling and

manipulation of the food pellet, individual MAC-modulated neu-

rons showed transient increase in activity that over all the

analyzed neurons tiled the behavior space of the reaching task

preceding the handling of the food pellet (Figures 6D and 6E).

Together, these experiments provide striking functional evi-

dence for highly selective interactions between cortex and latRM

neurons with respect to different forelimb movement phases.

Although LAC input is directed almost exclusively to latRM neu-

rons tuned to handling, MAC input is preferentially directed to

latRM neurons active during phases preceding food manipula-

tion (pre-reaching, reaching, and retraction).

Topography of cortico-medulla neurons extends to
other subcortical structures
The striking anatomical and functional output organization of

medulla-projecting cortical neurons raises the question of

whether and how these populations collateralize to subcortical

motor system targets other than the medulla. This is interesting

in light of recent observations that cortical output neurons stratify

into two populations based on whether they innervate thalamic

targets33 and that cortical neurons with projections to the CSC

preferentially target striatal D1-receptor expressing neurons.42

We analyzed the collateralization patterns of latRM-projecting

MAC, LAC, and InsC neurons to several subcortical regions.

As subcortical structures within the general motor cortical output

pathway with known overall cortical input we selected (1) the su-

perior colliculus (SuC), an important multi-sensory integration

center in the midbrain, (2) the striatum, the input layer to basal

ganglia circuitry, (3) the subthalamic nucleus (STN), the excit-

atory intermediate target within the indirect basal ganglia

pathway and target for the hyperdirect pathway from the cortex,

and (4) substantia nigra (SN), the biggest basal ganglia output

nucleus in rodents.

We injected retrograde AAV expressing Cre recombinase into

latRM to selectively induce CytTag and SynTag expression spe-

cifically in medulla-projecting cortical populations (MAC, LAC,

and InsC) (Figure 7A). Consistent with single neuronal tracing

data (Figure 4), axon collaterals from marked cortico-medulla

neurons targeted exclusively territory ipsilateral to cortical injec-

tion subcortically rostral to the medulla but exhibited a biased

targeting of axons to regions contralateral to injection within

the medulla (Figure 7A; data not shown). Therefore, we analyzed

the synaptic output patterns of MAC-, LAC-, or InsC-latRM
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Figure 6. Functional tuning of medulla neurons aligned with specific cortical input

(A) Strategy to identify the effect of cortical input to latRM neurons using cortical neuron stimulation while recording in the latRM.

(B) Scheme of different phases of the reaching and handling task annotated.

(C) Effect of cortical stimulation on latRM neurons and activity of the same neuron during the task. MAC-modulated (left) and LAC-modulated (right) latRM

example neurons responding at short latency to cortical stimulation depicting average firing rate (top), raster plot (bottom), and average waveforms with scale

bars denoting 100 mV (vertical) and 1 ms (horizontal).

(D) Top: population level activity of MAC-modulated (magenta) and LAC-modulated (cyan) latRM neurons with the average normalized firing rate of the respective

populations aligned to reaching onset (left) or handling onset (right). Bottom: baseline subtracted and normalized firing of single neurons for MAC-modulated (left,

aligned to reach onset) and LAC-modulated (right, aligned to handle onset) populations. ***p < 0.001; MAC-modulated neurons, n = 21 from 5 mice; LAC-

modulated neurons, n = 15 from 8 mice.

(E) Top: proportion of MAC- or LAC-modulated neurons modulated during different behaviors (B). Bottom: modulation of each neuron shown in (D) (yellow:

positive modulation; blue: negative modulation; gray: no modulation).

See also Figures S5, S6, and S7.
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projection neurons to the ipsilateral striatum, STN, SN, and SuC

(Figure 7A). The quantification of synaptic distribution allowed us

to score the similarity of synaptic patterns in target structures

either considering all of these subcortical target structures (Fig-

ure 7B) or by individual target structures (Figures 7C–7F). We

found that latRM projection neurons located in MAC also estab-

lish collaterals and synaptic input to a restricted domain of the

motor layers of the SuC sparing its most lateral corner of inner-
vation, an intermediate part of the lateral striatum, the ventral

domain of the STN as well as to a ventral intermediate region

of the SN pars reticulata (SNr; Figures 7C–7F; Figure S8). In

contrast, LAC neurons with axons to themedulla also terminated

in the lateral most corner of the SuC, a ventral part of the lateral

striatum, the dorsal domain of the STN, and in a lateral dorsal

domain of the SNr (Figures 7C–7F; Figure S8). Finally, we

analyzed InsC neurons with collaterals to the medulla and found
Cell 186, 162–177, January 5, 2023 171
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Figure 7. Topography of cortico-medulla neurons extends to other subcortical structures

(A) Anterograde tracing of cortico-medullary neurons (left), cortical injection sites (middle), and scheme of collateral arborization patterns (right) (MAC, n = 3; LAC,

n = 3; InsC, n = 3). Abbreviations are as follows: Str, striatum; STN/pSTN, subthalamic nucleus/parasubthalamic nucleus; SN, substantia nigra; and SuC, superior

colliculus.

(B) Spatial correlation analysis (left) and clustering (right) of synaptic distribution patterns in subcortical regions across levels shown in (C)–(F) and Figure S8.

(C–F) Top: representative 2D reconstruction of synaptic puncta and density distributions in superior colliculus (C), striatum (D), STN/pSTN (E), and substantia

nigra (F) from 3 mice with labeled cortico-medullary neurons in MAC, LAC, and InsC, respectively. Middle: 2D reconstruction of averaged synaptic density

distribution overlaid. Right: spatial correlation analysis and clustering of synaptic distribution patterns at the subcortical regions from all levels analyzed in

Figures 7 and S8.

See also Figure S8 and Video S4.
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these to be distinct in the elaboration of collaterals to other

subcortical structures fromMAC and LAC. Specifically, although

there was some overlap between LAC and InsC output in the

SuC, these were still distinct enough to segregate the cortical

domains in the computational similarity analysis. Moreover,

LAC and InsC output was strikingly segregated within the STN

region, where InsC input targeted the adjacent para-STN

(pSTN) region rather than the STN proper, and no significant

input was observed for InsC to the SNr (Figures 7C–7F; Fig-

ure S8). We also evaluated axonal terminations of cortico-med-

ullary projection neurons in the thalamus, which in agreement

with previous work33 did not represent a major target structure

for either of these three populations (data not shown). Finally,

combined analysis of axon terminals in the striatum and SuC

from single MAC and LAC neurons of the MouseLight database

also showed spatial segregation (Video S4).

Together, these findings demonstrate that the here character-

ized different populations of cortico-medulla projection neurons

not only follow a highly granular logic for how their synaptic input

targets medullary neurons. Strikingly, at the same time, these

neurons establish collaterals to several other subcortical regions

with patterns of high spatial organization and distinction. Our

findings thus generalize the logic of how these neurons interact

within the motor system beyond the medulla.

DISCUSSION

Understanding how the cortex influences subcortical movement

centers requires the identification of interaction principles

between cortex and subcortical structures. The medulla is a ma-

jor cortical target in themotor output system33 involved in key as-

pects of forelimb movement control,29,30 defining the focus of

this study. Here, we demonstrate that the cortex elaborates

highly specific channels targeting precisely arranged 3D col-

umns in forelimb-movement controlling regions in the medulla,

preferentially interacting with neurons tuned to specific forelimb

action phases. We demonstrate that these channels are aligned

with the functional requirement of respective cortical regions in

reaching and handling phases of forelimb movement. Our find-

ings shed light on how large cortical territory topographically

influences behaviorally tuned circuits in the medulla in a top-

down manner with channels of high functional precision. We

discuss the organizational logic of these signaling strategies,

the implications of our findings for understanding motor system

function and how these findings generalize to other motor

centers.

Organization of cortical input to medulla and spinal cord
for forelimb control
Cortico-spinal neurons have been a main focus of studies on

neuronal control of forelimb movement, demonstrating differen-

tial access to spinal segments, axonal termination zones, or con-

nectivity to spinal neurons.1,8,42–45 Our work uncovers a striking

organization for synaptic interactions between cortex and me-

dulla and identifies LAC as a cortical domain without access to

the spinal cord but strong interactions with the medulla. Interest-

ingly, high-density synaptic input to the medulla is preferentially

derived from anterior cortical territory and targets regions of the
medulla implicated in forelimb control,29,30 although sparing

subregions implicated in full-body behaviors including the mag-

nocellular and gigantocellular nucleus.46–48 In contrast, the ma-

jority of cortico-spinal neurons resides more caudally and estab-

lishes much sparser medullary collaterals. Focusing on anterior

cortical territory, neurons with no spinal projections need to

mandatorily signal throughmedullary circuits, as an intermediate

signaling center to influence forelimb movement, without direct

access to spinal circuits.

Our findings demonstrate that in mice, at a first level of orga-

nization, AC preferentially innervates forelimb-related medulla

regions and is further subdivided according to its overall interac-

tion hierarchies with medulla and/or spinal cord. A second level

of organization relates to how synaptic input from different

cortical domains terminates within themedulla. In the rostral me-

dulla, cortical synaptic terminals tile the lateral domain from

ventral to dorsal, with MAC elaborating its synaptic input most

ventrally, neighbored by LAC input more dorsally, and InsC input

most dorsally along this axis. Strikingly, these dorso-ventrally ar-

ranged synaptic sites of highest density extend along the length

of the medulla, thereby generating 3D synaptic columns of

shared cortical origin. Through this signaling strategy, cortical

neurons can contact medulla neurons across distinct neuroana-

tomical domains of its rostro-caudal axis, thereby providing pre-

cisely organized parallel top-down synaptic input.

Organization of cortical input to medulla matches
behavioral tuning of its neurons
A key question is whether and how the striking anatomical orga-

nization observed between cortex and medulla underlies func-

tional organization. We found that MAC optogenetic stimulation

elicits short latency excitatory responses preferentially in latRM

neurons tuned to forelimb reaching but not handling phases of

the pellet task. We also found that acute MAC silencing selec-

tively disrupts reaching associated phases but not handling,

compatible with previous work in which optogenetic inactivation

of cortical sites withinMACbut not of neighboring regions blocks

reaching initiation and diverts ongoing reaching.39 Noteworthy

also, layer 2/3 neurons in this part of the cortex are tuned to

directionality of forelimb reaches,39 a property also exhibited

by some latRM neurons.30 In contrast, we found that LAC

silencing disrupts food handling but not reaching and that LAC

neurons connect preferentially to handling tuned but not reach-

ing tuned latRM neurons. Interestingly, different regions within

LAC, notably its most anterior (referred to as anterior lateral

motor cortex [ALM]) and lateral domain (referred to as tongue/

jaw motor cortex [tjM1]) were previously studied in the context

of orofacial behaviors including licking15,17,20 or singing49

(Figure S1A). Thus, further topography may exist within LAC to

coordinate orofacial movements and handling related forelimb

movements, behaviors frequently occurring jointly when mice

consume food, through activity within LAC subregions and

downstream connected circuits. This hypothesis is in agreement

with work mapping the functional impact of cortical stimulation

sites in head-fixed mice through optogenetics, eliciting a variety

of muscle contraction patterns involving both orofacial and

forelimb muscles, as well as forelimb movements toward the

mouth similar to the ones occurring during food handling.16
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Moreover, neurons presynaptic to motor neurons innervating or-

ofacial muscles also reside in the medulla,16 making it plausible

that LAC cortico-medullary neurons have access to these path-

ways as well and that different subregions of LAC might have

functionally distinct targets within latRM. Together, these com-

bined studies lend support to a model in which the influence of

MAC is primarily on preparation and execution of forelimb reach-

ing and trajectory elaboration, whereas LAC produces top-down

modulation to coordinate forelimb handling and orofacial

behaviors.

Our findings resonate with recent work on the organization of

communication pathways within the medulla and to the spinal

cord. Excitatory neurons in the latRM stratify into at least four

anatomically distinct subpopulations based on their axonal pro-

jections and thesepopulations can serve as anentry point to elicit

distinct forelimb behaviors by optogenetic stimulation.30 Excit-

atory latRM neurons projecting to the spinal cord are anatomi-

cally distinct from two groups of latRM neurons terminating in

the caudal medulla. Although spinally projecting latRM neurons

elicit forelimb reaching behavior, more complex and digit-

involving forelimb movements including hand-to-mouth or

grooming are elicited by stimulation of the latter populations.30

Moreover, excitatory neurons in the medullary reticular nucleus,

ventral part (MdV) located in the caudal medulla are required for

the grasping but not reaching phase of the pellet task.29 Thus,

intra-medulla information processing appears to generate

forelimbmovementsmore complex than reaching, and therefore,

top-down impact of LAC exclusively to this region rather than in

addition directly to the spinal cord might serve the purpose of

diversifying complex forelimb behaviors and perhaps also allow-

ing for more behavioral flexibility and adjustments not least

because coordination of forelimb and orofacial movement from

within this caudal brainstemstructure is strategically best placed.

In contrast, forelimb reaching behavior has also behavioral man-

ifestations independent of feeding, including the need for direct

sensory feedback at the level of the spinal cord itself. Processing

circuits for action control would therefore be most conveniently

placed directly in the spinal cord, where also somatosensory

feedback from limbs can impact reaching trajectories. The

striking anatomical and functional pairing of cortico-medulla pro-

jection neurons residing in distinct cortical regions with behav-

ioral-phase tuned neurons in the medulla provides insight into

the principles of how the cortex communicates differentially

throughfine-grained functionally distinct channelswithmedullary

and spinal circuits very close to the generation of movement.

This logic of organization might not only be suitable to influ-

ence the execution of behavioral phases but also has the poten-

tial to be involved in learning newmovements involving forelimbs

where instructions for learned content might be transferred to

subcortical populations by modifying connectivity patterns

through plasticity, similar to modifications occurring in the stria-

tum.22 Inspection of synaptic arborization patterns of single re-

constructed cortical neurons in the medulla shows tremendous

differences ranging from very few synaptic boutons to large ar-

bors with many sites. Analysis of these patterns across learning

and functional recovery after injury or stroke has the potential to

reveal whether and how these processes might modify connec-

tivity at the intersection between cortex and medulla.
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Limitations of the study
Our study addresses the acute role of MAC and LAC in skilled

forelimb execution. It leaves open the question of whether this

role can be assigned specifically to medulla-projecting MAC

and LAC populations. Experiments silencing specifically these

subpopulations of projection neurons would be a first step to

address this question. However, such experiments are chal-

lenging due to lacking techniques to efficiently target a suffi-

ciently large population of neurons in adult mice. Moreover,

since we and others33 demonstrated that medulla-projecting

cortical neurons also exhibit collaterals to other subcortical

structures, one could not exclude an indirect functional impact

through other structures as we will argue below.

Because of the widespread axonal arborization of cortical

output neurons and the diversity of cortical neurons, it is crucial

to elucidate principles of synaptic interaction between cortex

and subcortical structures at the level of defined populations.

Indeed, the analysis of visual cortex single neuron long-range

projections has revealed that most neurons innervate multiple

targets but that there is an emerging logic with respect to target

identity rather than a selection of random targets.50 Our analysis

of synaptic output patterns specifically from cortical neurons

projecting to the medulla demonstrated that cortical populations

establishing distinct channels to medullary subregions also do

so at the same time to other levels in themotor system hierarchy.

How the different collateral pathways established along the mo-

tor system by one population of cortico-medullary neurons

collaborate in the production and learning of movement will be

an interesting avenue to pursue in the future. It might however

be difficult to disentangle the precise impact of these projection

neurons on different subcortical targets.

The logic of organization might be similar to one revealed

recentlywithinbasal ganglia circuits,where striatal projectionneu-

rons of the direct pathway use parallel communication channels

for axon collaterals to the intermediate processing station globus

pallidus externa (GPe), but exhibit a more convergent mode of

communication to its output layer in the SNr.51 Moreover, even

within similar overall arborization to a region, specific neuronal

subtypes can establish preferential synaptic contacts with sub-

sets of neurons in the target region, as was recently shown to

occur for connectivity of cortico-spinal neurons to striatal neu-

rons.42 Our work advances this understanding in demonstrating

the precisely matched functional organization between different

cortical regions and brainstem centers involved in the regulation

of skilled forelimbmovements. Future work will reveal how strate-

gies of convergent and divergent signaling modes contribute to

computations in the motor system across its hierarchy.
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Donkey anti-chicken 488 Jackson Immuno Research Cat#703-545-155;

RRID: AB_2340375

Donkey anti-chicken Cy5 Jackson Immuno Research Cat#703-605-155;

RRID: AB_2340379

Donkey anti-goat 488 Invitrogen Cat# A-11055;

RRID: AB_2534102

Donkey anti-mouse 647 Invitrogen Cat# A-31571;

RRID: AB_162542

Donkey anti-mouse Cy3 Invitrogen Cat# A-31570;

RRID: AB_2536180

Donkey anti-mouse DyL405 Jackson Immuno Research Cat# 715-475-150;

RRID: AB_2340839

Virus strains

AAV-flex-SynMyc Pivetta et al.55 N/A

AAV-flex-TdTomato Capelli et al.48 N/A

AAV-flex-H2B-V5 Ruder et al.30 N/A

AAV-H2B-10xMyc Ruder et al.30 N/A

AAV-H2B-V5 Ruder et al.30 N/A

AAV-Cre This study N/A

AAV-Cre-H2B-GFP This study N/A

AAV-Cre-H2B-V5 This study N/A

AAV–hChR2(H134R)-EYFP Addgene Addgene no. 20298

AAV-fDIO-EYFP Addgene Addgene no. 55641

AAV(1)-hSyn-Cre Addgene Addgene no. 105553

AAV(1)-hSyn-Flpo Addgene Addgene no. 60663

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6J Charles River Strain Code: 027

Software and algorithms

MATLAB (v2017b) Mathworks https://www.mathworks.com/

RRID:SCR_001622

(Continued on next page)
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Python (v3.7) Python https://www.python.org/

RRID:SCR_008394

CorelDraw (vX9) Corel https://www.coreldraw.com/

RRID:SCR_014235

Imaris (v9.1.2) Oxford Instruments Group http://www.bitplane.com/imaris/imaris

RRID:SCR_007370

Bonsai (v2.3) NeuroGEARS Ltd. https://bonsai-rx.org

RRID:SCR_017218

Fiji Fiji http://fiji.sc

RRID:SCR_002285

TrackMate (v6.0.3) TrackMate https://imagej.net/plugins/trackmate/

Kilosort v2 Cortex lab https://github.com/MouseLand/

Kilosort/releases/tag/v2.0

Kilosort v3 Cortex lab https://github.com/MouseLand/Kilosort

Phy2 Cortex lab https://github.com/cortex-lab/phy

DeepLabCut Mathis Lab; Mathis et al.38 http://www.mousemotorlab.org/deeplabcut

Custom code for analysis of

electrophysiology, anatomy

and behavior

This paper https://github.com/arberlab-wyhk/

Yang-et-al-2022

Deposited data

Primary data This paper https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7363150

Other

MouseLight database: AA0180 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5527441

MouseLight database: AA0012 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5521618

MouseLight database: AA0250 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5527678

MouseLight database: AA0788 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.7739369

MouseLight database: AA0179 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5527438

MouseLight database: AA0576 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.7649849

MouseLight database: AA0726 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.7707194

MouseLight database: AA1543 Janelia Research Campus N/A

MouseLight database: AA0133 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5527273

MouseLight database: AA0134 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5527276

MouseLight database: AA0169 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.5527408

MouseLight database: AA1043 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.7822304

MouseLight database: AA0956 Janelia Research Campus https://doi.org/10.25378/janelia.7804088

Muscimol Tocris Cat. No.0289

Beads, Fluoro-Max Dyed Blue

Aqueous Fluorescent Particles

Thermo Scientific Catalog number: B500

Fiber specs: (.39/200) –

active length 0.5mm

Implant length: 1.5mm

OptogeniX https://www.optogenix.com/

ASSY-156-H5 Cambridge NeuroTech https://www.cambridgeneurotech.com/

Neuropixels 1.0 IMEC https://www.neuropixels.org/

RHD USB interface board Intan Technologies https://intantech.com/

NI PXIe-1071, 4-Slot 3U PXI

Express Chassis

National instrument https://www.ni.com/

NI PXIe-PCIe8381,x8 Gen2

MXI-Express for PXI Express Interface,3m

National instrument https://www.ni.com/

PXIe-6341, X Series DAQ National instrument https://www.ni.com/

Neuropixels fixture ATLAS Neuro https://www.atlasneuro.com/

(Continued on next page)
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FV1000 confocal microscope Olympus http://www.olympusconfocal.com/

products/fv1000/index.html

ZEISS Axio Imager 2 Zeiss https://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/int/

products/light-microscopes/

axio-imager-2-for-biology.html

CSU-W1 Confocal Scanner Unit Yokogawa https://www.yokogawa.com/solutions/

products-platforms/life-science/

spinning-disk-confocal/

csu-w1-confocal-scanner-unit/

Ace 2 Area Scan Cameras Basler AG a2A1920-160umBAS

Cobolt 06-MLD; 473nm; 100mW HÜBNER Photonics https://hubner-photonics.com/

products/lasers/diode-lasers/06-01-series/

Model 1900 Stereotaxic Alignment System Kopf http://kopfinstruments.com/product/

model-1900-stereotaxic-alignment-system/

Mouse schemes Zenodo, scidraw.io https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3926569

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3925937

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3925901
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information or requests for reagents and resources should be addressed to the lead contact, Silvia Arber (silvia.arber@

unibas.ch).

Materials availability
All originally made constructs for AAV production described in this manuscript are available upon request by contacting the lead

contact.

Data and code availability
d Primary data for figures are made available at Zenodo and accession number is stated in the key resources table. Microscopy

data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

d The custom code examples are made available in a GitHub repository stated in the key resources table.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals
We used wild-type C57BL/6J mice from Charles River. For behavioral experiments, we used 2-4 month-old male mice, individually

housed with horizontal running wheels. For anatomical experiments, both male and female mice of 2-4 months were used. Experi-

mental mice originating from different litters were used in individual experiments. No criteria were applied to allocate mice to exper-

imental groups. All procedures pertaining to housing, surgery, behavioral experiments and euthanasia were approved by the

Cantonal Veterinary Office Basel-Stadt and performed in compliance with the Swiss Veterinary Law guidelines.

METHOD DETAILS

Virus production and surgical procedures
The following, previously described adeno-associated viruses (AAV), all based on a backbone derived from Allen Brain

(AAV-CAG-flex-tdTomato-WPRE-bGH): AAV-flex-SynMyc (referred to as AAV-flex-SynTag),52 AAV-flex-tdTomato (referred to as

AAV-flex-CytTag),48 AAV-H2B-103Myc, AAV-H2B-V5 (referred to as AAV-nTag), AAV-flex-H2B-V5 (referred to as

AAV-flex-nTag).30 Not previously reported viral constructs were designed in analogy to above constructs: AAV-Cre-H2B-V5, AAV-

Cre-H2B-GFP (referred to as AAV-Cre-nTag). AAV-EF1a-double floxed-hChR2(H134R)-EYFP (Addgene no. 20298) and AAV-

Ef1a-fDIO-EYFP (Addgene no. 55641, referred to as AAV-frt-CytTag) were fromAddgene. For unconditional expression of constructs

using Cre-conditional AAVs, mice were co-injected with AAV-Cre. To infect neurons through local infection, a 2.9 serotype plasmid

was used for production as in previous studies.29,30,53–55 For retrograde targeting of neurons by means of axonal infection, a rAAV2-
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retro capsid plasmid35 was used for coating as described previously.30,48,54 For transsynaptic targeting of postsynaptic recipient

neurons from cortex, a 2.1 serotype40,41 was used to produce AAV(1)-hSyn-Cre (Addgene no. 105553) or AAV(1)-hSyn-Flpo (Addg-

ene no. 60663). All AAVs used in this study were produced following standard protocols. Genomic titers for rAAV2-retro and AAV2.1

were between 1-5x10e13, and for AAV2.9 were between 1x10e12 to 1x10e13.

Buprenorphine (Temgesic, 0.1mg/kg) was applied subcutaneously as pre-emptive analgesia half an hour before beginning of sur-

gery. Mice were anaesthetized with 2-3% isoflurane using oxygen as a gas carrier. Depth of anesthesia was controlled by testing the

foot reflex and breathing movement. Once deeply anesthetized, mice were transferred to the stereotaxic frame under 1-2% isoflur-

ane. Anesthesia was kept constant by regulating the isoflurane concentration. Surgical equipment was disinfected and a heating pad

was used during the surgical procedures to avoid body temperature to drop. Eyes were protected from dehydration with ocular gel.

Mice were injected with a mixture (50:50) of Lidocaine (10mg/kg) and Ropivacaine (Naropin, 3mg/kg) in the area of the surgery to

reduce post-operative pain. Once anesthetized, the skin is shaved and disinfected. After surgery, Buprenorphine (0.1mg/kg) was

applied subcutaneously on the day of the surgery, followed by subcutaneous injection of Meloxicam (Metacam, 5 mg/kg) at awak-

ening to assure analgesia and for the next two days at an interval of 24 hours.

Viruses were delivered to the target brain regions via stereotaxic injection with high precision stereotaxic instruments (Kopf Instru-

ments, Model 1900). Stereotaxic coordinates for brain injections are defined as antero-posterior (AP), medio-lateral (ML) and dorso-

ventral (DV) (AP; ML; DV; in mm; approximate injection volumes: 50-100nl), taking lambda as a reference for the AP and ML axis for

medulla injections, while bregma was used as a reference point for the AP andML axis for cortex: latRM (-1.4; -1.55; -4.7); MAC (1.8;

1; 0.8); LAC (1.8; 2; 0.8); InsC (0; 3.9; 3). Injections in the spinal cord were targeted to either the cervical segments C5-C8 or the lumbar

segments L1-L3 with an approximate injection volume of 300-500nl. Retrograde tracings to map the location of cortical neurons with

defined outputs using rAAV2-retro-nTag or rAAV2-retro-Cre-nTag viruses were carried out by injections in the spinal cord or latRM.

For systematically mapping the cortical output, we injected a mixture (2:2:1:1) of AAV-flex-SynMyc (to visualize synaptic output),

AAV-flex-tdTomato (to show neuronal processes including axons), AAV-flex-H2B-V5 (to reveal the extent of the injection site),

AAV-Cre (to allow the expression of conditional viruses), and waited at least four weeks for expression before perfusion. The injection

sites were designed to cover the areas defined by retrograde mapping experiments and the coordinates of the injection sites were

measured by post hoc assessment based on cortical spreading of the nuclear tag signal. For mapping the recipient neurons targeted

by the cortex, AAV(1)-hSyn-Cre and AAV(1)-hSyn-Flpo were injected into two cortical regions (MAC/LAC or LAC/InsC), respectively.

A mixture (1:1) of AAV(9)-flex-tdTomato and AAV(9)-Ef1a-fDIO-EYFP was injected into latRM. To specifically label the latRM projec-

ting cortical neurons, rAAV2-retro-Cre-nTag virus was injected in latRM, and a mixture (1:1) of AAV(9)-flex-tdTomato and AAV-flex-

SynMyc in the cortex.

For cortex inactivation, application sites were accessed with high precision stereotaxic instruments. The coordinates were as fol-

lows (AP; ML; in mm): MAC (1.8; ±1); LAC (1.8; ±2). Injections were performed as previously described.56,57 Briefly, 100 nl of 25 mM

solution (Tocris, Cat. No.0289) was injected into a cortical site at a depth of 0.8mm from dura, together with beads (Thermo Scientific,

Cat. No. B500) to verify precision of injection sites. For control, sites were injected with PBS.

For optogenetic cortex activation during electrophysiological recordings frommice in the latRM, we performed unilateral injection

with AAV-flex-ChR2 and AAV-Cre into the cortex (coordinates of MAC and LAC same as above). One week thereafter, mice were

trained in the pellet reaching task (see Behavior experiments) for one week.

Immunohistochemistry and microscopy
All mice in this study from anatomical and behavior experiments were euthanized, and brains and spinal cords were collected for

histological processing, as previously described.48 In brief, transcardial perfusion was performed under deep anesthesia with

Ketamine-Xylazine. Anesthetized animals were first perfused with cold phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and subsequent fixation using

a 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) solution (Sigma). Brains and spinal cords were dissected, post-fixed overnight in 4% PFA, and incu-

bated in 30% sucrose (w/v) in PBS for at least two days before cryopreservation. Brains and spinal cords were sliced at 80mm thick-

ness on a cryostat (coronally for brain tissue and transversely for spinal cord). We collected floating sections sequentially into indi-

vidual wells and incubated them for one-hour in blocking solution (1% BSA/0.2% TritonX100/PBS). Primary antibodies diluted in

blocking solution were applied and incubated for 1-3 days at 4�C. Fluorophore-coupled secondary antibodies (Jackson or Invitrogen)

were used for one-day incubations at 4�C, after extensive washing of tissue sections. After final washing, sections were mounted on

glass slides in anti-bleach preservativemedium in sequential order along the rostro-caudal axis. Primary antibodies used in this study

were: chicken anti-GFP (Invitrogen), sheep anti GFP (Bio-Rad), chicken anti-Myc (Invitrogen), goat anti-ChAT (Millipore), mouse anti-

V5 (Invitrogen) and rabbit anti-RFP (Rockland), rabbit anti-GFAP (Millipore). To acquire low-resolution overview images, we used an

Axioscan light microscope (Zeiss, 5x objective) and for higher resolution imaging, we used a FV1000 confocal microscope (Olympus)

or an Axio Imager M2 microscope (Zeiss) with a Yokogawa CSU W1 Dual camera T2 spinning disk confocal scanning unit.

Behavioral experiments
The pellet reaching and handling task was performed as previously described.29,30,58 Briefly, food-restricted mice were placed in a

custom-made chamber containing a slit and trained to protrude the arm through the slit, reaching for a food reward. The body weight

of mice was monitored to not drop below 85% of the original weight. Videos were recorded from below and side for pose estimation

with Basler cameras (Ace 2 series). Mice were allowed to obtain food pellets with their tongue only on the first day, to accustom them
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to the goal of retrieving food. On following days, miceweremotivated to use the forelimb for reaching trials, by placing the food pellets

at amarked, consistent position outside the slit further away and not accessible to the tongue. For loss-of-function experiments, mice

were trained for at least 7 days aiming for a success rate of > 30%andwith a goal of retrieving >15 pellets or 35 reaches. All mice (n=9)

were included in analysis. Depending on whether mice were right- or left-handed, the pellet position was slightly moved to the side

relative to the slit. For electrophysiological recording experiments, mice reaching with their left hand were trained for 7 days and only

successful first attempt forelimb reaches were selected for analysis (see electrophysiological recording).

Electrophysiological recordings
To perform in vivo extracellular electrophysiological recordings, single-shank chronic 64-channel silicon probes (Cambridge

NeuroTech Inc., H5, 0.8mm recording length) or Neuropixels probes (imec, NP1.0)65 were implanted into the latRM contralateral

to the side of cortex with virus injection. For implantation, a tapered optic fiber (OptogeniX, lambda fiber with 0.5mm active length,

0.39 numerical aperture and 200 mm diameter) was implanted on the cortex at the location of virus injection. Before probe implan-

tation, Cambridge NeuroTech probes were mounted on a nanodrive (Cambridge NeuroTech Inc.), while Neuropixels probes were

mounted on 3D printed fixtures (ATLAS Neuroengineering). The probe was then implanted in the latRM (AP and ML coordinates

as for virus injections) at a dorso-ventral depth of around -4.9mmusing light curable cement (Relyx Unicem 2, 3M Inc.). We confirmed

correct probe placement and location of recording sites after termination of experiments, by using ChAT immunohistochemistry (see

Immunohistochemistry and microscopy) to visualize brainstem motor nuclei and electrodes (Figure S5B; Neuropixels with thin layer

of DiI, Invitrogen).

Extracellular electrophysiological data with the Cambridge Neurotech probes was recorded using the Intan 64 channel headstage

at an acquisition rate of 30kHz. The camera exposure pulses and laser pulses, fromwhich the timestamps of the camera video frames

and laser start were extracted, were obtained aligned to the electrophysiology signal recorded on the Intan RHD USB interface.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Anatomical reconstructions and analysis
Viral injections and tissue processing were performed as described above (see Virus production and surgical procedures). To map

the neuronal distribution of cortical populations stratified by projections to latRM or spinal cord, 80mm thick coronal sections encom-

passing the full cortical area along its rostro-caudal axis were acquired using the Axioscan light microscope with a 5x objective. Every

section along the rostro-caudal axis is used for analysis; the position where lateral ventricles begin to be separated was determined

as bregma.36 The depth of cortical neurons was obtained from 5 slices per mouse of the analyzed region and calculated based on the

perpendicular distance of each neuron to the pia. To assess projections of cortical neurons to the medulla, superior colliculus, stria-

tum, subthalamic/para-subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra, and the position of postsynaptic neurons in the medulla receiving

cortical input through anterograde virus transfer, 80mm thick coronal sections were acquired with a 20x objective of a confocal mi-

croscope (FV 1000, Olympus) or an Axio Imager M2 microscope (Zeiss) with a Yokogawa CSU W1 Dual camera T2 spinning disk

confocal scanning unit, tiling mosaics of multiple fields of view (z-step = 1.2mm for synapses; = 5mm for neurons). Three rostro-caudal

levels were selected along the axis of the medulla for analysis.36 The three chosen levels for analysis were as follows: rostral medulla

at mid-7N level (Bregma -6mm)30; caudal medulla at the hypoglossal (12N) level (Bregma -7.32mm)29; intermediate medulla midway

between these rostral and caudal medulla levels (Bregma -6.64mm).48 Three rostro-caudal levels of striatumwere selected based on

striatal domain parcellations as previously reported,24 i.e., Bregma +1.42mm, +0.14mm and -0.7mm. Two rostro-caudal levels of su-

perior colliculus (Bregma -3.64mm and -4.04mm), three levels of subthalamic/para-subthalamic nucleus (Bregma -1.82mm,

-2.06mm and -2.30mm), two levels of substantia nigra (Bregma -3.08mm and -3.64mm) were selected to cover the extent of the re-

gions depicted in the atlas.36 Stitching and maximum intensity projection images were generated using custom-made macros in Fiji.

Automatic nuclei and synaptic spot detection was carried out in Imaris (v9.1.2. Oxford Instruments, Bitplane). Automatic spot detec-

tion was visually validated on every section for all experiments. Neurons were detected using TrackMate59 assisted by manual cu-

ration. The coordinates of detected markers were subsequently transformed into the Allen Brain Atlas Common Coordinate Frame-

work as previously described.60 Coordinates of Bregma in Allen CCF were set at AP, 5400; ML, 5700; DV 060,61 and were divided by

1000 so that the coordinates in Allen CCFwere converted to coordinates inmm60 to fit with a widely-used brain atlas with a numerical

coordinate frame.36

Extracted coordinates were used to plot the distribution of labeled neurons using custom-built scripts in Python 3.7. 1D density

plots were generated using 1D-kernel density estimate (1D-KDE) on antero-posterior, dorso-ventral or medio-lateral axis. The later-

ality index in Figure S2F were estimated by calculating the medio-lateral distribution of the synaptic puncta using bins of 30 mm and

obtaining a weighted mean of the centers of the bins, weighted with the proportion of synapses in that bin. 2D density plots were

generated using 2D-kernel density estimate (2D-KDE), plotting 5 or 7 density lines covering the space of 10-100% or 30-100% of

highest density using Scipy, a Python library for scientific computing. To perform spatial correlation analysis, the density of synapses

(binning into 100x100 pixels for each injection site) from one or multiple sections calculated using 2D-KDE was vectorized, and a

correlogram was formed by calculating pairwise cosine similarity (scikit-learn library) between any two injection sites. Hierarchical

clustering was performed using the clustering package in Scipy with theWard variance minimization algorithm in the linkage function

using the cosine distances calculated above. For the 3D density of postsynaptically labelled neurons shown in Video S3, the
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converted cell coordinates were plotted with a customwritten code based on the Points function and the PointsDensity function, with

a cutoff of 10%, in Brainrender62 and the color gradient and transparency of the color reflects the density of the distribution of the

labelled neurons.

MouseLight database analysis
MouseLight is a database from the Janelia Research Campus in which single neurons are reconstructed and registered to the Allen

CFF.4 To make use of this resources, we turned to MouseLight NeuronBrowser (http://ml-neuronbrowser.janelia.org/) and searched

for neurons with the following criteria: soma in the cerebral cortex and axon in the medulla, which yielded a total of 39 neurons. We

then looked for the number of axon terminals in the medulla following an established method.63 Those with more than 5 axon termi-

nals in medulla were further analyzed, resulting in a total of 17 neurons. Tomap the position of the soma in the cortex, the coordinates

of the soma of each neuron in Allen CCFwere subtracted by the coordinates of Bregma in Allen CCF (AP, 5400;ML, 5700; DV 0)61 and

were divided by 1000 so that the coordinates in Allen CCFwere converted to coordinates in mm60 to fit with a widely-used brain atlas

with a numerical coordinate frame.36 For neurons whose soma locations are at the left hemisphere, the ML coordinates were

mirrored. From the 17 chosen neurons, 13 resided in the anterior cortex (AP coordinates more than 1mm from bregma, Figure 1C),

which were included for further analysis. Among these 13 neurons, 7 neurons resided in the MAC region (ML coordinates less than

1.5mm from midline, Figure 1D; AA0180, AA0012, AA0250, AA0788, AA0179, AA0576, AA0726) and 6 neurons resided in the LAC

region (ML coordinates more than 1.5mm from midline, Figure 1D; AA1543, AA0133, AA0134, AA0169, AA1043, AA0956). We

also obtained the converted coordinates of axon terminals contralateral to the soma from each of these neurons. We plotted the dis-

tribution of axon terminals from each neuron along the AP axis in the medulla with the 1D-kernel density estimation. 2D density plots

of the distribution of the axon terminals were generated using a 2D-kernel density estimate plotting 5 density lines covering the space

of 10-100% of highest density equally using Scipy. Here, the mediolateral and dorsoventral coordinates of all the terminals was used

throughout the anteroposterior extent of the medulla.

Behavioral analysis of forelimb movements
For analysis of the behavioral effects upon silencing of cortical domains compared to control conditions, we used deep neural

network based markerless pose estimation using DeepLabCut38 coupled with high-speed videography of the bottom view of the

mouse using Basler Ace2 cameras controlled using Bonsai.64 We used a DeepLabCut model trained using 1100 frames of different

videos of mice from the bottom view over behavioral experiments in the lab, with at least 15 frames of each video corresponding to all

the different sessions of each mouse in the silencing experiment. The training frames were annotated with the following body parts:

nose, head base, hand, wrist, body center, hindlimb ball, hindlimb heel, genitalia and tail base.

All trials of reaching and handling were annotated manually from the behavioral videos. In case of MAC silencing, all mice (n=9)

were unable to substantially extend their forelimbs. We therefore annotated attempts where they arrived at the slit and tried to

move their forelimb towards the pellet with an apparent desire to reach the pellet. Upon LAC silencing, mice often resorted to eating

of the food pellet without forelimbmanipulation and these trials were annotated separately and quantified in Figure 5E.Whenmice did

handle the food pellet with their forelimbs, they displayed a tendency to drop the pellet, and these trials were annotated and quan-

tified separately in Figure 5E (right). During food handling, we also annotated the number of regrips in each handling bout quantified in

Figure 5F. For the analysis with DLC, the reaching and handling trials were filtered such that trials in which the reaching forelimb hand

was not tracked reliably with a confidence level (p) below 0.4 for over 5 frames overall in the trial were excluded and at least 10 trials of

each were included for each session. For the others, in case of p falling below the threshold of 0.4, we linearly interpolated the tra-

jectories. For handling, we also annotated the number of regrips during food manipulation.

For the analysis of reaching trajectories as shown in Figure 5D, we plotted the trajectories for an example mouse. The trajectory

was smoothed with a Savitzky-Golay filter with a window size of 5 frames (50ms) and polynomial order of 2. To obtain the average

trajectory, we normalized the time from the start of the reach to the time of maximal extension between 0 and 1 and discretized it into

10 equal bins. The individual trials shown for the example mice have all timepoints displayed, with each point representing 1 frame

(10ms) apart and color-coded with the normalized time. Three of themice (3/9) were right handed and their reaching trajectories were

flipped to make their trajectories comparable to the left handed mice. The trajectory obtained from each mouse was averaged and is

displayed in Figure 5D (lower right). The maximum extension shown in Figure 5C was the maximum extension of the limb relative to

the slit in the entire session. The reaching velocity was calculated using the differential of the trajectory in the two planes and the

magnitude of the velocity was median filtered and estimated as the speed of the forelimb in Figure 5C. For handling, we again

smoothed the trajectories of both forelimb hands using a Savitzky-Golay filter as detailed above. The trajectories were then rotated

such that the axis along the tailbase and midpoint of the forelimb hands at the start of the handling bout was vertically aligned. To

study primarily the movement of the distal limbs, the coordinates were shifted such that the midpoint between the limbs was always

at the origin at all timepoints. In Figure 5G, the trajectories of 7 handling trials are displayed for each condition, colored by normalized

time. We quantified the movement of the distal limbs as the standard deviation (s.d.) of the forelimb hands’ coordinates obtained

above averaged for the two hands over all trials, for each mouse across each experimental condition. To account for differences be-

tween mice, the s.d. of the hands during handling was calculated for each mouse across three conditions. To normalize s.d. across

mice, we divided each of the values by the maximum s.d. for each mouse. The average normalized s.d. are shown in Figure 5F.
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Analysis of electrophysiological recordings
For analysis of extracellular electrophysiology recordings using Cambridge Neurotech probes, recordings were sorted using Kilo-

sort266 to obtain isolated single units. The units were thenmanually curated using Phy 2 (https://github.com/cortex-lab/phy) to obtain

single units which were used for subsequent analyses. Briefly, we used typical heuristics to identify well isolated single units, using

unit waveforms and spiking amplitudes, autocorrelogram for identification of a clear refractory period and considering merges and

splits using Phy 2 as described in its documentation. To confirm correct probe placement and to locate recordings sites, a small cur-

rent (3s at 200 mA) was delivered near the tip of the Cambridge NeuroTech probe using an electrical stimulator (WPI Inc., Stimulus

isolator A360).

For Neuropixels 1.0 probes, we used the SpikeGLX system to record the electrophysiology signal in synchrony with the laser

pulses and camera timestamps collected using the National Instruments PXIe-6341 multifunction IO module coupled with the

BNC-2110 breakout box using the National Instruments PXIe/PCIe-8281 controller module. The data was processed using the ece-

phys spike sorting modules for SpikeGLX (https://github.com/jenniferColonell/ecephys_spike_sorting). Briefly, data collected from

SpikeGLX was first processed with the CatGT module to apply demultiplexing corrections and for highpass filtering the data. Addi-

tionally, the edges of the synchronization pulses from the IMECbase station onwhich theNeuropixels data was recorded, the camera

exposure pulses and laser pulses were extracted. Subsequently, using the Kilosort helper module, channels with firing rate below

0.05 Hz were excluded as noisy channels and the channel map for the spatial location of the remaining channels was constructed

using the metadata from the recordings. We used Bank 0 on the Neuropixels 1.0 to record from the ventral most 384 channels on

the probe. Subsequently, Kilosort3 was run on the data. Following the sorting, TPrimemodule helped synchronize all the datastreams

precisely with the IMEC basestation recording used as the reference time stream using the synchronization pulse recorded on both

the multifunctional IO device and the IMEC base station. To identify the units in the LatRM, we registered the probe tract identified

using theDiI, whichwas used tomark theNeuropixels probes, to the Allen CCF (https://github.com/petersaj/AP_histology). Using the

‘‘ephys alignment tool’’ from the International Brain Laboratory (https://github.com/int-brain-lab/iblapps/wiki), we aligned the elec-

trophysiological features from the data with the anatomical landmarks to obtain the precise trajectory of the probe. Subsequently, the

units on the channels in the LatRMwere identified and used for further analysis. We then performed themanual curation of the output

of Kilosort3 in Phy 2 to obtain isolated single units as stated above.

We recorded a total of 726 single units across 13 mice. To determine latRM neurons that modulated their firing in response to

different phases of the forelimb reaching and handling task, we calculated Modulation Indices (MIs) for the pre-reaching, reaching,

retraction and handling phases. The firing rate was binned into bins of 5ms for subsequent analysis. Briefly, for these behaviors, we

calculated theMIs for each trial of the behavior for each neuron as the average firing rate in the behavior window in that trial above the

baseline. The distribution of MIs obtained was compared to the distribution of MIs obtained for the same neuron from 1000 random

timepoints in a timewindow equal to the average length of the behavior phase in question using aMannWhitney U-test. A neuronwas

classified as positively modulated to a behavioral phase if it had a p-value < 0.01 for this comparison and the average of theMI over all

the trials of the behavior was greater than 3. It was classified as negatively modulated at a p-value < 0.01 and MI value < -3. The

validity of this approach can be seen on the heatmap showing the activity of all neurons identified as positively (Figure S6) or nega-

tively (Figure S7) modulated to one of the behavioral phases. Using the same method, we defined neurons modulated to application

of laser light to the cortex as those that significantly changed their firing rate (p-value < 0.001 andMI > 3) in the first 20ms following the

onset of the laser that stimulated the cortical neurons (Figures 6C and S5D). The time windows to calculate the baseline for each trial

for each behavioral phase or laser simulation are defined as following: -0.75s to -0.5s for pre-reach and reach (0s as reach onset); -1s

to -0.75s for retract (0s as retract onset); -1.25s to -1s for handle (0s as handle onset); -0.75s to -0.25s for laser (0s as laser onset). This

pipeline is briefly summarized in Figure S5A. The overall baseline firing rate of each neuron displayed in the activity heatmaps was

determined as the average firing rate over the recording session.

In the heatmaps used to display the average activity of the single neurons in Figures 6D and S5E, we first baseline subtracted the

activity of the neuron and then normalized the baseline subtracted activity between 0 and 1. For the average activity of the population

of neurons modulated from the MAC or the LAC aligned to reach or handle start, we first normalized the activity of all neurons and

subtracted the baseline activity of each neuron estimated as the average activity in the timewindow of -4s to -3s from the onset of the

behavior. The normalized average population activity is displayed in Figure 6D.

Statistics
Significance levels indicated are as follows: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. All values reported in the text and figures represent

mean ± SEM. All statistical analyses were performed using Scipy, statsmodels, and Pingouin packages in Python 3.7. Shapiro-Wilk

normality test was applied to check if the data set was normally distributed. Non-normally distributed data were subsequently

compared with non-parametric tests. The following statistical tests were used to assess significance when indicated. To compare

the cortical depth of the latRM and spinal cord projecting neurons, we used Wilcoxon rank-sum test (MAC, p = 0.0495; CFA,

p = 0.0495). To compare the number of synapses from different cortical sites in Figures 2 and S2, we used one-way ANOVA followed

by the Tukey HSD test. For rostral medulla levels, F(4, 25) = 26.04, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows:MAC vs. LAC, p = 0.2149,

MAC vs. CFA, p < 0.001;MAC vs. InsC, p < 0.001;MAC vs. Pos, p < 0.001; LAC vs. CFA, p = 0.0349; LAC vs. InsC, p = 0.0376; LAC vs.

Pos, p < 0.001; CFA vs. InsC, p = 0.9; CFA vs. Pos, p < 0.001; InsC vs. Pos, p = 0.0444. For intermediatemedulla levels, F(4, 25) = 11.33,

p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p = 0.9; MAC vs. CFA, p = 0.018; MAC vs. InsC, p = 0.0244; MAC vs. Pos,
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p < 0.001; LAC vs. CFA, p = 0.0344; LAC vs. InsC, p = 0.042; LAC vs. Pos, p < 0.001; CFA vs. InsC, p = 0.9; CFA vs. Pos, p = 0.1054;

InsC vs. Pos, p = 0.6736. For caudal medulla levels, F(4, 25) = 15.28, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p =

0.2838; MAC vs. CFA, p < 0.001; MAC vs. InsC, p < 0.001; MAC vs. Pos, p < 0.001; LAC vs. CFA, p = 0.0424; LAC vs. InsC, p =

0.0198; LAC vs. Pos, p < 0.001; CFA vs. InsC, p = 0.7757; CFA vs. Pos, p = 0.1813; InsC vs. Pos, p = 0.9. To compare the peak

of synaptic distribution along the dorso-ventral axis in Figure 3, we used two-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey HSD test. For

D-V peak acrossmedullary levels, F(2, 60) = 1.359, p = 0.265; For D-V peak across cortical regions, F(3, 60) = 48.779, p < 0.001, pairwise

comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001;MAC vs. CFA, p = 0.00896;MAC vs. InsC, p < 0.001; LAC vs. CFA, p < 0.001; LAC vs.

InsC, p < 0.001; CFA vs. InsC, p < 0.001. To compare the behavioral performance in Figure 5, we used two-way ANOVA followed by

the Tukey HSD test, except for the reach speedwhichwas comparedwith the paired t-test. For the number of reaches perminute, F(2,

16) = 13.116, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001; MAC vs. Con, p = 0.0025; LAC vs. Con, p = 0.2107.

For maximum extension, F(2, 16) = 47.071, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001; MAC vs. Con,

p < 0.001; LAC vs. Con, p = 0.026. For reach speed, p = 0.676. For percentage of eating without forelimb, F(2, 16) = 72.166,

p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows:MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001;MAC vs. Con, p = 0.3466; LAC vs. Con, p < 0.001. For percentage

of pellet drop during eating, F(2, 14) = 40.311, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001; MAC vs. Con,

p = 0.966; LAC vs. Con, p < 0.001. For the number of regrips per second, F(2, 14) = 15.72, p < 0.001, pairwise comparison as follows:

MAC vs. LAC, p = 0.00898;MAC vs. Con, p = 0.7747; LAC vs. Con, p < 0.001. For normalized SD of FLs during handling, F(2, 14) = 8.93,

p = 0.00316, pairwise comparison as follows: MAC vs. LAC, p = 0.0457; MAC vs. Con, p = 0.0841; LAC vs. Con, p < 0.001. To

compare the averaged firing rate between modulated neurons in Figure 6, we used the Wilcoxon signed rank test. For firing rate

aligned to reach onset, the task window is defined by -0.5 to 0.5s from reach onset, MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001. For firing rate aligned

to handle onset, the task window is defined by handle onset to 1s, MAC vs. LAC, p < 0.001.
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Supplemental figures

Figure S1. Distribution of medullary and spinal projection neurons in the cortex, related to Figure 1

(A) Left: scheme summarizing the cortical regions related to forelimb, whisker and orofacial movement from different previous studies. Respective references can

be found in the reference list. Right: cortical region overlay with the atlas of Allen Brain Atlas Common Coordinate Framework (Allen CCF)67 adapted from

Brainrender.62 MOp, primary motor cortex; MOs, secondary motor cortex; SSp, primary sensory cortex.

(B) Top: representative coronal sections at different rostro-caudal levels showing distribution of cortico-spinal and cortico-medullary neurons labeled by injection

strategy shown in Figure 1A. Scale bars, 0.5 mm. Bottom: cortical depth of cortico-spinal and cortico-medullary neurons in MAC and CFA.

(C) Left: strategy for retrograde labelingof lumbar spinal cordprojecting cortical neurons.Middlepanel: representative example showing theneuronal distributionof

cortico-lumbar neurons. Contour traces denote boundaries for cervical spinal cord (CSC) and latRM-projecting neurons, respectively. Right: 2D reconstruction

of averaged neuronal density distribution of cortico-lumbar neurons (n = 3).
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S2. Anterior cortex targets lateral rostral medulla, related to Figure 2

(A) Representative example of synaptic terminal analysis with high-resolution imaging and Imaris spot detection. Scale bars, 10 mm.

(B) Scheme showing cortical injection sites from Figure 2B overlaid with the atlas of Allen CCF for comparative purposes.

(C) Schematic showing the three medullary levels analyzed in this study as rostral, intermediate and caudal medulla, respectively according to a well-known

atlas.36 Color-coded region is the area here referred to as lateral rostral medulla (latRM). Sp5, spinal trigeminal nucleus; PCRt, parvicellular reticular nucleus; IRt,

intermediate reticular nucleus; 7N, facial motor nucleus; Gi, gigantocellular reticular nucleus; MVe, medial vestibular nucleus; Amb, ambiguus nucleus; Sol,

solitary nucleus; LPGi, lateral paragigantocellular reticular nucleus; 12N, hypoglossal motor nucleus; MdV, medullary reticular nucleus, ventral part; MdD,

medullary reticular nucleus, dorsal part; Cu, cuneate nucleus.

(D) Synapse numbers in rostral, intermediate, and caudal medulla from cortical injection sites shown in Figure 2B.

(E) Number of synapses at corresponding medullary levels from cortical sites grouped as shown in Figure 2B (mean ± SEM). Triangle and diamond shapes

indicate injection sites marked in Figure 2B. MAC, n = 6; LAC, n = 7; CFA, n = 8; InsC, n = 3; Pos, n = 6. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001; ns, not significant.

(F) Laterality indices of the synaptic distributions from individual injection sites in the cortex and summary scheme (bottom right) depicting the high density of

cortical synapses in the lateral (latRM) as opposed to the medial (medRM) rostral medulla.
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Figure S3. Single MAC and LAC neurons from MouseLight database, related to Figure 4

Top: top-down view of overall axonal processes from single MAC (magenta) and LAC (cyan) neurons. Bottom: top-down (upper) and frontal view (lower) zoom-in

views of axonal processes in the medulla from single cortical neurons at higher magnification. Triangles denote axonal collaterals exiting from the parent

main axon.
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Figure S4. Cortico-medullary synaptic organization extends into postsynaptic medulla, related to Figure 6

(A) Strategy for labeling medulla neurons with cortical input from different cortical regions.

(B) Scheme showing the strategy of using AAV(1) virus to label postsynaptic neurons through anterograde transfer of recombinase (Rec) expressing virus.

(C) Representative coronal rostral medulla sections from two mice showing the infected postsynaptic neurons receiving input from MAC, LAC, and InsC.

(D) Averaged 2D, dorso-ventral and medio-lateral density distribution of postsynaptic neurons in the rostral medulla receiving input fromMAC (n = 3), LAC (n = 4),

and InsC (n = 3).

See also Video S3.
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Figure S5. Analysis of electrophysiology data, related to Figure 6

(A) Scheme of the pipeline for extracellular electrophysiology recording and analysis.

(B) Top: representative latRM sections from mouse undergoing single-unit recordings with Cambridge NeuroTech probe (left) or Neuropixels probes (right). The

end point of the silicon probe trajectory is either visualized directly (left) or from Dil painted on probes (right). Sections are counterstained for ChAT to visualize 7N

neurons (red). Bottom: Reconstruction of probe placements at the rostral medulla level. Dots denote the tips of the probe while the dashed lines show the

estimated extension of the probes. Each color corresponds to one mouse analyzed for data shown in Figure 6.

(C) Example of a raw unsorted extracellular voltage trace.

(D) Example latRM neurons showing the effect of cortical MAC (magenta) or LAC (cyan) stimulation.

(E) Heatmaps for baseline subtracted and normalized firing of single neurons for the LAC-modulated (left, aligned to reach onset) and MAC-modulated (right,

aligned to handle onset) populations (data from Figure 6D).
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Positive 
behavioral 
modulation

Figure S6. Positively modulated latRM neurons in reaching and handling tasks, related to Figure 6

Heatmap showing the normalized firing rate of all single neurons in latRM positively modulated in reaching and handling (n = 393). On the right, neuron identity is

indicated in magenta (MAC-modulated), cyan (LAC-modulated), or gray (not modulated) depending on modulation properties, next to its baseline firing rate (BL)

and the modulation in different behavioral phases (yellow: positive modulation; blue: negative modulation; gray: no modulation).
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behavioral
modulation

Figure S7. Negatively modulated latRM neurons in reaching and handling tasks, related to Figure 6

Heatmap showing the normalized firing rate of all single neurons in latRM negatively modulated in reaching and handling (n = 97). On the right, neuron identity is

indicated in magenta (MAC-modulated) or gray (not modulated) depending on modulation properties, next to its baseline firing rate (BL) and the modulation in

different behavioral phases (blue: negative modulation; gray: no modulation). Note that no LAC-modulated neurons were found in this category.
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Figure S8. Differences in synaptic targeting of cortico-medulla neurons extends to other subcortical structures, related to Figure 7

Example 2D reconstruction of synaptic puncta and density distributions in superior colliculus (A), striatum (B), STN/pSTN (C), and substantia nigra (D) at denoted

levels from 3 mice with labeled cortico-medullary neurons in MAC, LAC and InsC. Right: 2D reconstruction of averaged synaptic density distribution from MAC,

LAC, and InsC overlaid.
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